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These lines’ dedicatee will, I hope with his notorious eloquence, appreciate the « double 
entendre » this modest piece’s title is meant to convey. Wittingly referring to judicial 
procedure, a rejoinder it is in other ways. It indeed aims at providing a space for debate as 
much as dialogue, a space where our positions can coexist and inform each other’s through 
the finding of enlightening points of encounter (où se rejoindre). As to the main heading, it is 
an unequivocal homage to the eminent American legal theorist Pierre Schlag, a major source 
of inspiration for both the dedicatee (as illustrated by a number of his references) and the 
present author. As a matter of fact, and provided I did not misconstrue him, in a recent EJIL 
Reflection, Jean d’Aspremont seeks to offer a deconstruction of the current scholarly and 
practitioner’s enchantment of judicial reason in order to shed light on the actual lawmaking 
power politics the international legal sphere is now a product of. While he makes it clear he is 
not calling for the (discursive) lynching of the real engineers of international legal thought, 
that is international lawyers rather than international judges as he interestingly shows, he still 
contemplates his own responsibility as a teacher and a thinker “to promote thinking in non-
judicial terms (….) [inasmuch as after a]ll, international law would be gravely impoverished 
if reduced to mooting and thinking as an appeal judge. » (p. 6) The last sentence of his 
reflection leaves the reader with this powerful image of international lawyers as master 
students playing the moot court game while international law has become a mere simplistic 
version of what it used to be, or of what it could be.  
 
Jean d’Aspremont’s most valuable Reflection has assuredly had me reflect. On international 
law, and on its relationship to the judge’s alleged and/or real role(s) in its making, but also 
and perhaps most importantly, on me and on Jean d’Aspremont himself. The common 
denominator of these reflections, hereby exposed in this rejoinder of mine, is expectedly 
schlaguian in nature and can be found in the most profitable notion of « as if jurisprudence » 
developed by the American thinker. The notion refers to the inevitable pull felt and acted 
upon by all legal actors to take comfort in legal metaphysics: put differently, « that the 
consequences that follow from "doing law" originate in some objective (stabilized) and 
subjective (authorized) reality greater than one's self » (P. Schlag (1998), p. 109). Of course, 
it is easy to see this in action in the international lawyers’ attitude regarding judicial 
validation of international legal thought, and I therefore find myself in agreement with Jean 
d’Aspremont’s depiction of it. However, and along the latter’s conclusive remarks, this is 
where I invite us to go further recalling that all legal actors, including scholars themselves, are 
affected by such attitude.  
 
As P. Schlag very persuasively shows, « [t]he legal academic, too, is likely to slip into legal 
metaphysics (…) [although for] slightly different reasons (…): [legal academics] would like 
to believe that they are part of a true « discipline » and thus possessed of academic 
knowledge. It is this desire for a discipline that leads them to endow law with the structure, 
the continuity, the transcendence of metaphysics. Without the metaphysics, the legal 
academics are just court watchers – journalists of case law. With the metaphysics, by contrast, 
they are working on nothing less than The Law itself. » (Schlag, op. cit., p. 109) Thus, in the 
same manner that international lawyers are self-empowered legal engineers, international 



legal scholars, Jean d’Aspremont and I included, are self-invested legal journalists. This is not 
to dismiss the fruitfulness nor the legitimacy of Jean d’Aspremont’s apt reflection, quite the 
opposite in fact: it is because he has deeply provoked me in thinking about my own enchanted 
reason, as one of those judicial fetishists yet equipped with an epistemologist eye, that I came 
to realize the extent of the enchantment of his. And here I set off to uncover some evidence of 
such enchantment although, once again, not to brush off his demonstration as deficient, but 
rather as a way to build upon it in an attempt to come full circle.   
 
Jean d’Aspremont’s comforting legal metaphysics, in this piece at least, revolve in particular 
around his understanding of the notions of judging and that of the evolution of international 
legal thought, both notions being crucial underpinnings to his demonstration. As to judging, 
striking is its underlying narrow conceptualization: for him, there is legal thought and then 
there is judicial thought which is only one aspect of the former, hence the ensuing critique 
relative to the limitation that only engaging in the latter entails. It is as if judging, and 
thinking as a judge, are only about providing a specific solution to a specific problem, that is 
doing nitty-gritty law, and therefore losing the bigger picture of “The Law itself”, to come 
back to Schlag’s expression. While there is some truth in distinguishing between adjudication 
and other types of legal activities, in the light in particular of its institutional and functional 
premises, I believe that such a view is too limitative to offer a nuanced representation of 
(legal) reality. This is so for two reasons at least. First, it seems to evacuate all transcendental 
aspect of justice rendering. When dealing with down-to-earth disputes, the international judge 
would allegedly never dream about “higher” principles. And yet, what about Dworkin’s hard 
cases or actual jurisprudential illustrations (to name but a few: the 2009 ICSID Phoenix v. 
Czech Republic arbitral award (par. 78) on the issue of the impact of human rights law on 
investment rights; the 2009 Inter-American Court of Human Rights “Cotton Field” case (par. 
450-451) with regards to a holistic notion of reparations; or else the 2011 ITLOS Advisory 
Opinion on the Responsibilities and Obligations with respect to Activities in the Area and its 
obiter dicta on the role of the Zone, of the Authority and the Enterprise, and that of the 
judge). What about, indeed, advisory opinions: are there not to be included in the activity of 
judging as put forward by Jean d’Aspremont?  
 
This specific view of judging also echoes, and this is the second reason why I submit it is a 
limited one, a compartmentalized representation of the legal world and of its actors. It is as if 
international judges were one sealed-off socio-institutional group, and international lawyers 
another one, and international legal scholars yet another one. Yet, the professional mobility 
the skilled individuals forming those respective groups are endowed with is famous, and has 
been criticized (especially in the case of arbitration). Hence, it is not as if when being a judge, 
the former professor of international law can at once forget everything about the non-judicial 
way of thinking about international law (and the best example of this can be found in 
individual and/or dissenting opinions), nor is it that, within the framework of the ultra petita 
rule, international lawyers do not have an a priori say, even possibly in foundational terms 
(just take a look at some memorials and counter-memorials), on how the international judge 
will conceptually resolve the issue at stake – the 2001 ICJ LaGrand case, with Germany’s 
framing of the issue of consular rights as an individual nay human right one is very illustrative 
in this regard. Not to mention the fact that a lot of international lawmaking still happens 
outside of judicial fora (as it is the case in international trade law, health law or environmental 
law inter alia). In the light of these complexities, I cannot view judicialization of legal 
thought as something necessarily “stripping international law from all the legal avenues it can 
offer to think about the world.” (p. 5)  



Nor can I remain insensitive to the second important comforting legal metaphysics at play in 
Jean d’Aspremont’s piece, and which is that of a certain idea of the evolution undergone by 
international legal thought. He notably frames his piece starting off with the powerful 
following assertion: “[t]here was once a time when international lawyers could revel in 
idealism.” (p. 1) And it feels like judges did so too as, quite ironically, he later makes mention 
of R. Ago, a former judge himself, as one example of those scholars very aware of their own 
lawmaking power during these now long gone times (note 9). While there is no doubt that 
times have changed and with them the way international law is being made and/or construed, 
I think it is dangerous to think in so categorical terms. The narrative is too linear and 
progress-oriented to be true; historicizing the notion of idealism, as well as our own reflective 
postures, is thus in order. The present times, and its agents, are as idealistic as ever: enchanted 
technocratization (including judicial engineering) of international lawmaking is the product of 
the (mainly Anglophone) Western postmodern capitalist ethos which revolves around 
efficiency maximization allegedly reached through specialization of knowledge-production. 
Efficiency maximization also continues to reflect the old ideals still in place such as that of 
the rule of law. In any case and this is, I believe, one timeless truth, law, as a value-driven 
human discourse, is by nature idealistic and this is why it is such a hopeful reflective activity 
to engage in. In this, I also agree with (and rejoins) Jean d’Aspremont in his conclusion 
regarding his responsibility as a teacher and thinker of international law.  
 
As to my own conclusions, they shall be brief. As I tried to uncover Jean d’Aspremont’s 
reason’s enchantment, I undoubtedly relied on mine, hence exposing it and illustrating once 
more how difficult it is for “sophisticated legal thinkers (…) to avoid the naive metaphysics 
of objectivism and subjectivism while nonetheless retaining the frame and force of these 
metaphysics.” (Schlag, op. cit., p. 110). I however remain hopeful since this inevitability is 
just the byproduct of the very humanness of the legal project (P. Legrand (2009), p. 16), as is 
the scientific one whose furthering can only be achieved through interactive intersubjectivity 
(H. Longino (2002), p. 397), something I have tried to engage in here, with Jean 
d’Aspremont. I thank him for opening this space of potential dialogue and look forward to 
other moments of encounters where we can keep dreaming about international law together.  
 


